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Finite memory finite-state machines have received considerable attention 
recently for at least two reasons--all inear finite-state machines have been 
shown to have finite memory and finite memory machines find useful applica- 
tions in encoders and decoders used in communication. In this paper the 
input-output relations of finite memory machines are studied and tight bounds 
on the order of the set of input-output sequences of a finite length l generated 
by a binary finite memory machine are obtained. An important class of finite 
memory machines called complete finite memory machines i enumerated. The 
"sequential relations" of finite memory machines are examined and it is 
shown that a finite set of input-output sequences characterizes a nondegenerate 
finite memory machine uniquely up to equivalence. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We begin with the following definition of F in i te-State Machines (FSM).  
Definition: An  FSM is a five-tuple (S ,  X ,  Y, t ,  3) where S, 22, Y are finite 
sets of states, inputs and outputs and 3 : S × X-+ S and ~ : S × X- -~ Y. 
The  next-state map 3 and the output-map ;~ are interpreted as follows: 
s~+ 1 = 8(s~ , xe) and Yk = ~(s~ , x~), where s~ ~ S, x k ~ X ,  and y~ e Y repre- 
sent the state, input and output at t ime te.  
Let x z and y~ denote an input sequence and an output sequence of length l
respectively, with the last digits in the sequences representing the most 
recent input and output digits. Let 8'(~i, x ~) denote the final state of an FSM 
when it is initially in a i and x ~ is applied. Let A'(ai, x ~) denote the correspond- 
ing output sequence. Define x ° =y0= A, the empty sequence. Let 
8'(el ,  x °) =cr t  and h'(ai ,  x °) = A. Also let x*A = Axe= x ~ and yZA = 
Ayt  = yZ. 
An FSM is said to be binary if X = Y = {0, 1}. 
DEFINITION. Let M 1 = ($1 ,  X ,  Y, At, 31) and M s = (S ,  , X ,  Y, )t2 , 83) 
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be two FSM's.  A state ai 6 $1 is equivalent to a state aj ~ S 2 if for each input 
sequence x*, hl'(ai, x*) = ;~ ' (~,  x*). The FSMs M 1 and M 2 are said to be 
equivalent if for each state in S t there is an equivalent state in S 2 and con- 
versely. 
An FSM is minimal (reduced) if it does not contain two or more equivalent 
states. 
In this paper we consider nondegenerate FSM's which are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. An FSM is nondegenerate if the map 8 : S × X-~ S is 
onto. Thus in a nondegenerate FSM every state lies on a closed cycle of 
states or can be reached from a closed cycle. 
Finite memory machines (From's) form an important subset of FSM's  and 
are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. As FSM has finite memory t* if/* is the least integer such that 
Yk = f (x~,  X~-l, Ye-1 ..... x~_u, y~_,) for k />/ , .  I f  no such /, exists, then 
by convention the memory is said to be infinite. 
Finite memory machines have recently received considerable attention for 
at least two reasons: (i) They find useful applications in encoding and decoding 
systems in digital communication and (ii) it has been shown that all linear 
FSM's  have finite memory [Gill, Massey, Cohn, Newborn, Vairavan]. In 
this paper we examine the input-output relations of fmm's. 
An fmm is said to generate an input-output sequence aq ]/3~1 ai2 ]fij~ ..... 
aq I/9 h of length I if there exists a state cr i for which A'(cri, cqoq~ ,..., cqL ) = 
the output sequence ]3~./3j, ,...,/3j,. We note here that an from may not gener- 
ate all possible input-output sequences of a given length I and in particular of 
length equal to the memory/, .  Hence, the output functionf(x~, xe_l, Y~-I,..., 
xk_~, ye_,) may not be well defined over all possible values of the arguments. 
However, if an from generates all possible input-output sequences of length 
/z, then its output function is uniquely defined over all possible values of the 
arguments. Such an from, which generates all possible input-output sequences 
of length/,,  will be called a complete from. In this paper we enumerate the 
equivalence classes of complete binary nondegenerate fmm's with memory/z 
and also study the set of input-output sequences of length l, and in particular 
of length/,,  generated by an arbitrary binary from and denoted by 27,. We 
show that the cardinality of the set 2J, is tightly bounded as follows: 
2 ~+1 - -  1 ~ #E.  ~ 2 2". 
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I I .  THE UPPER BOVN3 AND ENUMERATION 
OF COMPLETE FINITE MEMORY MACHINES 
The upper bound on the number of input-output sequences of length/~ 
generated by a binary from with memory/z  is clearly 2 ~" because there are 
only 2 ~ possible input-output sequences of length /z. In this section we 
enumerate the number of equivalence classes of from's, called complete 
fmm's, for which #2:u ~ 2 ~". We begin with the following definition. 
DEFINITION. An input-output sequence aix [ fi~ ..... c~q ] fl~, admits a state 
a~ if there exists a state ai such that ~'(ai, a~a**,..., ai) = aa and 
~'(~,, %% ,-.., %) =/~1 .... , ~ , .  
We continue with the following key lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a minimal (reduced) 
FSM m to have memory t* may be stated as follows: (1) The FSM regenerates an 
input-output sequence of length (~ -- 1) which admits two distinct states in m, 
and (2) m does not generate an input-output sequence of length iz which admits 
two distinct states in m. 
Proof. Necessity-Assume condkion (1) is violated. Then every input- 
output sequence of length (/~ - -  1) generated by m admits a unique state. 
Hence, the state at time tk can be expressed as a function of the previous 
(/~ - -  1) input-output digits as follows: sk = g(xk-1, Y~-I .... , xe_,+l, Yk-,+~). 
Hence, y~ ----- A(sk, x~) = A[g(xk_l, Yk-1 ,..., x~-(~-l), Yk-(~-l)), x~] and m has 
finite memory at most (/z - -  1). Hence, (1) is a necessary condition. Now 
assume condition (2) is violated. Then there exists an input-output sequence 
of length/~, say a~l I fiql, .... ~ ] fl% which admits two distinct states, say 
and a .  Since a and e are distinct, there exists some input sequence asxas, ..., 
as,O , t ~ 0, such that A'(a, ~sx ..... ~a,) : A'(a', ~1 ..... ~,)  : some output 
sequence fluflu, ,...,flu, and h'(a, as1 ..... as,O) --# h'(a', ~81 ..... as,O). Thus, 
given the past input-output sequence ~.x [ fiq~ ,..., o%, [ [Jq,~sl ] flu~ ,..., ~ ,  [ flu, 
of length/z + t ~/ ,  and the input digit x~ --  0 that follows it, the output 
Yk is not uniquely determined and, hence, no expression of the form Yk = 
f (x , ,  xk-1, Yk-1 ..... xk_, ,Yk-,) can hold. Hence, (2) is also a necessary 
condition. 
Sufficiency-Assume that the FSM m satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Then 
every input-output sequence of length/z generated by m admits a unique state 
and the state at time t k can be expressed as s~ = g(x~_l, Ye-1 ..... x~_u, y~_,). 
Hence, Yk = h(s~, xk) = h[g(x~_l, Yk-x ..... -x~_~, y~_~), x~] and the memory 
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cannot exceed/~. But since there exists an input-output sequence of length 
(t~ -- 1) which admits two distinct states,/z is the least integer for which the 
above equations hold and, hence, the memory is/~. 
Let us now consider the set of equivalence classes of binary nondegenerate 
complete fmm's with memory/~ and denoted by C, .  From each equivalence 
class in Cu select a minimal fmm as its representative (the minimal fmm is 
unique up to isomorphism.) Let the set of minimal fmm's thus selected be 
denoted by M, .  Clearly the cardinalities of Mu and C~ are the same. We now 
enumerate M,  and, hence, C~. 
The output function of an fmm m e M, can be obtained from the truth 
table of the output Yk with the/~ previous input-output digits being the truth 
table variables. The truth table may be set up in several ways. We choose the 
truth table form shown in Fig. 1. Note that there are 2 2u truth table columns 
o12 3 . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (22u- i )  
Xk_ ~ O lO1 0101 O lO l  O lO l  . . . . . . . .  O lO1 
Yk-~ 0011 OOl l  OOl l  OOl l  . . . . . . . .  0011 
~_~+i0000 l l l l  0000 l l l l  . . . . . . . .  l l l l  
yk_~+l~O00 0000 l l l l  i i i i  . . . . . . . .  l l l l  
~- l  O00O 0000 0000 0000 . . .  . . . . .  l l l l  
Yk-i 0000 0000 0000 0000 . . . . . . . .  l l l l  
BI B2 B'3 B4 B 22~-2 
Output digits 0 oi, 1 
FIG. I. Truth- tab le  representation of the output  of a finite memory  machine. 
representing the various possible input-output sequences of length t~. The 
first column represents he decimal number 0 and the last column represents 
the number 2 ~ -- 1. The output digits Yk are arranged in two rows, one 
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corresponding to x k = 0 and the other corresponding to x~ ---- 1. The two 
rows of output digits are said to form an "output-vector" f. Thus, the output- 
vector f of a complete binary fmm is a 22u-tuple whose components are pairs 
of binary digits. For convenience, the truth table columns and the correspond- 
ing output digits Yk are grouped into blocks of four elements. The output 
digits thus grouped are said to form "output-blocks" and will be denoted by 
B i .  Note that there are 22~-~ output-blocks in f. Each output-block has two 
rows of output digits and each row is referred to as an output-semiblock. Note 
that there are 23"-1 output-semiblocks in f. Let us now consider as an example 
the complete fmm m 1 with memory/z = 2 shown in Fig. 2. The truth table 
and the output vector 
0101 1010 0101 1010 
f=  
1010 0101 1010 0101 
l / l  
o/0 
O/i 
0/0 
Xk_ 0101 0101 0101 O lO l  
Yk-2 O011 0011 OOl l  0011 
Xk_ 1 0000 l l l l  0000 l l l l  
Yk-i 0000 0000 l l l l  l l l l  
IlO 
I/Z 
Xk=O OlO 1 101  O" 0101 I 010  
Yk [Xk= 1 1010 010 I 1010 0101 
FIG. 2. A complete finite memory machine and its output vector. 
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are also shown in Fig. 2. An example of an output-block is 
0101 
B 1 = 
1010"  
Note that B 1 has two output-semiblocks 0101 and 1010.  
It is important o observe that in the truth table of an output vector f, 
four input-output sequences of length /~ (i.e., four truth table columns) 
correspond to an output block and that these four input-output sequences 
differ only in the variables xe_ , ,  ye_ , .  Further, any two input-output 
sequences of length/~ which differ only in the input-output pair x~_,, Yk-, 
correspond to some same output-block. In the example considered above, the 
four input-output sequences x~_~ ]Yk-2 xe-1 ]Y~-I = 0 ] 00  ] 0; 1 [ 00  ] 0; 
0 [ 10 ] 0 and 1 [ 10  ] 0 correspond to the output-block 
0101 
B 1 
1010"  
It is easy to verify that if no output-semiblock is "constant", i.e., if no 
output-semiblock is filled with only O's or only l's, then xk_, and y~_, are 
not both idle variables in the function f. Now let F ,  denote the set of 2 2"- 
tuples each of whose components is a pair of binary digits arranged in the 
same form as output vectors and with the property that no "output-semiblock" 
is constant. Thus 
1001 0000 
e~ b~ ~.  
0100 0110 
We will now show that there exists a map r : 21//, ~ F ,  such that Vm ~ 2l//,, 
~-(m) is the output vector of m. Consider the truth table of the output Yk of 
an m ~ 3//, .  In the output vector f of m, there is only one output semiblock 
corresponding to each input-output sequence xk_u+l [yk_,+ 1 ..... x~- l lYk -1  
of length/x - -  1 and an input xk • Suppose the output-semiblock orrespond- 
ing to the input-output sequence o~il ] fi31 ,"., c~i,_t ] fl~,_l and input xe ~ cq,, 
is constant and filled with say O's. Then the input-output sequence oqx ] fls~ ,..., 
~i ] fi~. is always followed under input ~i by the output 0 and never by 
the output l. Hence, the input-output sequence ~i ] fit ..... c~i I fit ~i [ 1 
of length k~ is not generated by m. But this contradicts the fact that m is a 
complete fmm. Hence, the output-vector of m does not contain a constant 
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semiblock and hence there exists a map ~- : M r -+ F ,  such that T(m), represents 
the output-vector of m. 
Next we show that ~- is 1 - -1 .  Suppose two nonequivalent fmm's m, 
m' e M,  have the same output-vector feF~,. Then let an input-output 
sequence of length/z admit a in m and a' in m'. Since m and m' have the same 
output vector and since ~ and ~' are admitted by some same input-output 
sequence of length/~, ~is equivalent to a'. Further, since m and m' are complete 
and nondegenerate, very state in m is admitted by some input-output 
sequence of length/z and the same input-output sequence admits some state in 
m'. Hence, for every state in m there is an equivalent state in m' and con- 
versely, i.e., m is equivalent to m', a contradiction. Hence, ~ is 1 - -  1. Finally 
we show that ~- is onto by constructing for every f in F ,  a machine m with f as 
its output vector as follows: 
Set up a state corresponding to each input-output sequence of length/z and 
label it with that input-output sequence. The outputs and state-transitions 
are obtained from the truth table representation of f in the following way: 
In the "truth table" of f, if corresponding to the input-output sequence 
~tl ]fiJl ..... ~ i  I fi~ and input xk = 8, the output Yk = ¢ then the state 
o/o 
_f 
ill 
0/i 
oil 
Xk_ 1 0101 
Yk-i 0011 
Xk=O 0011 
Yk 5Xk= 1 0101 
FIG. 3. An output-vector and the corresponding minimal finite memory machine. 
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labeled (~il ] fih ..... a i [  fit,,) in m yields the output ¢ under input 0 and leads 
to the state labelled"(ai ]fit ,..., c¢~ [fij 0[¢). This is repeated for each 
input-output sequence of length ~. The machine m so constructed clearly 
has f as its output vector and momory/~. Also, m has a minimal equivalent 
say m' in M, .  Thus T(m') = f and ~- is onto. The above procedure is illus- 
trated in the example shown in Fig. 3. 
We now examineF,. Since there is no constant output-semiblock and since 
there are four binary output digits in a single output-semiblock, it follows 
that each output-semiblock in f~F ,  may assume one of 14 different values. 
Further, since there are 2 2"-1 output-semiblocks in each f, it follows that there 
are 14 22"-1 distinct output-vectors in F . .  Hence, #F .  = #M.  = #C.  = 
14 2*"-x and we have the following theorem. 
TnEO~M 2.1. The number of equivalence classes of binary nondegenerate 
complete finite memory machines with memory i~ is 14 2~u-1. 
I I I .  TH~ LOWER BOUND ON ~'t~ 
In this section we examine the lower bound on #27~. We show that 
#27, >/2 "+1 -- 1 and prove the tightness of the bound by presenting an fmm 
which generates exactly 2 ~+I -- 1 input-output sequences of length/z. We 
begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Every binary fmm with memory i z > 0 generates at least three 
distinct input-output pairs. 
Proof. I f  only two distinct input-output pairs, one for each input digit, 
are generated, then the fmm is a trivial fmm with the output digit at any time 
depending only on the input at that time and the memory will be zero. Hence, 
the lemma. 
We now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. The number of input-output sequences of length i > 0 
generated by a binary from with memory i~ ~ i is not less than 2 i+l - -  1. In 
particular #Z,  ~ 2 "+1 --  1. 
Proof. Let N~ denote the number of input-output sequences of finite 
arbitrary length 1 > 0 generated by a binary fmm with memory/~. Clearly 
any input-output sequence of length i > 0 can be followed by at least two 
distinct input-output pairs corresponding to the input digits 0 and 1. Hence, 
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corresponding to every input-output sequence of length l > 0, there exist at 
least two input-output sequences of length l + 1 and, therefore, N,+ 1 ~> 2Nt .  
I f  Nl+l = 2Nt ,  then every input-output sequence of length I can be followed 
by exactly two input-output pairs one for each input digit. Thus, given the 
l input-output pairs xk-,ly~-~ ,..., Xk-llYk-1 and the input digit x~, the 
output y~ is uniquely determined. Hence, if for some l </~, N~+ 1 = 2N, ,  
then there exists a function g such that Yk = g(xk, xk-1, Yk-~ ..... xk_,, y~_,) 
contradicting the fact that the memory is /z. Hence, Nz+ 1 >~ 2N1 + 1 for 
l< /z .  
Now by induction on l we show that N, ~> 2 ~+1 --  1 for l ~/~. From Lemma 
3.1, N 1 >~ 3 = 22_  1. Now assume that N~ ~> 2 *+1-  1 for some l <tz .  
Then N~+ 1>~ 2Nt + 1 >~ 2[2 z+l - -  1] + 1 = 2 ~+~ --  1 for l < /z or 
N~ i> 2 z+l - -  1 for all l <~/~. 
We now show that the above lower bound on #! .  is tight. The minimal 
FSM m* shown in Fig. 4 has n states and finite memory/z  ---- n - -  1. The 
 0:0 
I /Note: 
k...3 a%;o) -- °1 
iIo l(oi,l) = 0 ] 
fo= ~i e{~l~'-'°n } 6(ai,l) a n 
FIG. 4. FSM m* of SectionIII. 
latter property can be verified in the following way: m* generates only three 
distinct input-output pairs 0 [0 ,  011 and 1 [0. The input-output pair 011 
admits only cq, 1 I0 admits only a~ and the input-output sequence (0 [0) * 
(the input-output sequence of length i whose every input-output pair is 0 [ 0) 
for 0 < i ~< n - -  2 admits at least two distinct states an-~ and an. Hence, by 
Lemma 2.1, /z ~> n - -  1. But (0 [ 0) ~-1 admits only a~ and it follows that 
/z = n - -  1. Further, every input-output sequence of length i generated by 
m* and not the same as (0 I 0) i admits a unique state in m*; hence, it can be 
followed by two distinct input-output pairs, one corresponding to each 
input digit. Thus, corresponding to every input-output sequence of length i, 
other than (0 ] 0) i, there exist two unique input-output sequences of length 
i -t- 1. For example, 0 [ 1 0 [ 0 0 I 0 admits a 8 and can be followed by 010  
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or 1 I 0. Hence, corresponding to the element 0 [ 1 0 I 0 0 I 0 in $3, there are 
two elements inZ  4namely0 l l  0100100[0  and011 0]00[0  1[0.  
Now an input-output sequence (010) i for i < /z  = n --  1 can be followed 
by 0 I 0, 0 I 1 or 110 and, hence, corresponding to (0 I 0) i, i </~, there are 
three input-output sequences (0 [ 0) i 0 [ 0, (0 I 0) i 0 ] 1, (0 I 0) ~ 1 ] 0 of length 
i + 1 in Zi+ ~ . It follows that for m*, #Zi+~ = 2 #S,  + 1 where i </z .  
The above equation yields the solution #X i = 2 ~+~ --  1 for i ~</x, and the 
lower bound of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. 
IV. GENERALIZED BOUNDS ON #S~ 
Let m be a minimal binary fmm with memory/~. In this section we obtain 
tight bounds on the order of X,, generated by m. First let l ~/z .  From Lemma 
2.1 it follows that every input-output sequence all t t5Jl .... , ai, ] 19iz ~ Z~ 
admits a unique state say s in m. I f  A(cr, 0) = ? and A(a, 1) = 0, where 
?, 0 s {0, 1}, then ail t fiJl .... , ai, [ fij, may be followed by the input-output 
pair 0 I ~ or 1 ] 0 only. Hence, corresponding to every input-6utput sequence 
in Z~, there are only two input-output sequences of length l -4- 1 in Z~+ 1. 
Therefore,  #S I+ 1 = 2 #I ,  for l ~>/~. It follows that #S,+~ = 2k(#S,)  
for k >~ 0 and, hence, #2~ = #S,+(z_,) =- 2 z-" #S,  for l ~>/~. Also since 
#27, >~ 2 "+1 - -  1 from Theorem 3.1, it follows that #Z~ ~> (2 ~+1 - -  1) 2 *-" = 
2 z+l -  2 ~-" for l />/z.  This generalized lower bound is also tight and is 
satisfied by the fmm m* of the previous section shown in Fig. 4. Next 
consider the upper bound on #2, .  Since #S,  = 2 *-" #S,  and since 
#Z,  ~ 22" it follows that #Sz ~< 2t-"(2 ~") = 2 t+" for l >//z. Further, for 
a complete fmm, since #S,  = 2 ~", # I ,  = 2 *+- for l >~/x. 
Now consider the case l </~. Clearly #S t ~< 2 ~z and indeed for complete 
fmm's #S,  = 2 ~z. Further, from Theorem 3.1, #Z~ >~ 2 z+l - -  1 for 1 ~/~ 
and S z = 2 t+l - -  1 for the fmm m* shown in Fig. 4. 
Finally it can be easily shown that two equivalent FSM's  generate the same 
set of input-output sequences of a given length (Harrison, 1966). Hence, 
our bounds are valid for nonminimal fmm's as well and we have the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. The number of input-output sequences of finite length l > 0 
generated by a binary fmm with memory ix is bounded as follows: 
2 ~+l -1  ~#St~<22~ for l~ /z  
2 ~+l - -  2 ~-" ~ #I~ ~< 2 z+" for l >~/x. 
Furthermore, the above bounds cannot be improved upon. 
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V. SEQUENTIAL RELATIONS AND FINITE MEMORY MACHINES 
An interesting problem arises when one desires to synthesize an FSM, if it 
exists, which generates a specified set of input-output sequences. This problem 
has been studied elegantly among others by Gray and Harrison [3] using the 
concept of "sequential relations". A relation R _C (X × Y)* is said to be a 
sequential relation if there exists an FSM m i such that the set of all input- 
output sequences generated by m i is equal to R. This set will then be denoted 
by R(ml) , and in our terminology R(ml) = O~=i.~ .... Zz i where Z~ i is the set 
of input-output sequences of length I generated by m i . Gray and Harrison 
give tests to decide if a relation R is a sequential relation and a procedure to 
construct and FSM mi such that R = R(mi) if R is a sequential relation. 
They also show that in general there may not be a unique minimal FSM 
generating a given relation R, i.e., two distinct minimal FSMs may have the 
same sequential relation. More recently, Gallaire, Gray, Harrison, and 
Herman [1968] have shown that for linear sequential machines, sequential 
relations indeed uniquely characterize the machines, i.e., no two minimal 
distinct linear sequential machines generate the same relation R. ~ We will 
make a simple extension of their result to finite memory machines. 
First we prove the following lemma which applies to all FSM's. 
LEMMA 4.1. If Z~ i = Z j  for two FSMs mi and ma then Z~ ~ = Z j  for 
l~k<~l .  
Proof. Let us assume that the input-output sequence a~l]flql .... , 
a~, ] flq, e Z j  where 1 ~< k < I. Then the above input-output sequence 
admits at least one state a in m~. Let m~ yield the output sequence 
fiqflt, .... , fl,~_~ under some input sequence a*~*2 ' " "  c~,~.. Then clearly 
~ l  I fiql ' " "  ~ ] flq~ ~i  ] flh ..... ~h-~ [fih-~ e Z~ i = Z~< Hence, ~ l fiql ..... 
~ 1 fl% e Z~J. Similarly, we can prove that every element in Zk j is in Zk i. 
Now we return to fmm's and we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let m i = ( Si , X,  Y, hi, 3i) and m 2 = ($2,  X,  Y, A~ , 52) 
be two minimal nondegenerate fmm's with memory i~i and I~ , respectively, and 
/, = max(/~i,/~). I f for some k ~ i~ + 1, Z~ 1 = Zk 2 then Z~+ i = Z~+ i . 
Proof. Assume 27k i = Zk 2, for some k ~>/~ + 1. Using a symmetric 
argument i is sufficient o prove that Zl+i C Z~+ i . 
i Gallaire, Gray, etc., (1968) allow the state set, input set and output set to be 
infinite and their linear sequential machines are linear over an arbitrary field. Their 
results are however valid for the special case of finite state machines as well. 
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Let aq [ fi~'~ ,.-., %+~ tfiJ~+x e Z~+ 1. (i) 
Clearly then, aq ] f ix ..... aik ] flJ~ ~ Zkl = Z~" (ii) 
Since k />/z  -}- 1, we have the following: 
C~il [/36 .... ' %~ ] fiJk admits a unique state ~ in m 1 and a unique state a' 
in m 2 . (iii) 
~i2 ] tiC. ..... ~i k I fiJ~ of length k - -  1 >~/z also admits 
the unique state a' in m 2 . (iv) 
Now since ~i, ]/3~., ,..., ~i~+~ [/3~k+ ~ E Z~l= Zk 2 it follows from (iv) that 
t = ff Zk+ 1 . Q.E.D. A2(a' ~i~+1) fi~k+l " Hence, from (iii), aq ] fi~'l ..... ~ik+ 1 I/~'~+~ 
By induction on k it follows from Lemma 4.2 that  ZI+ 1 2 = 2J~+ 1 implies 
that 27kl = Z~ z for all k ~>/~ + 1. Hence, using Lemma 4.1, it follows that 
if Z~+~ = Z~+ 1 then R(ma) = R(m2). 
Next we show that if two nondegenerate finite memory machines have the 
same sequential relation, then they are equivalent. ~ 
We assume R(ml) = R(m~) for two minimal nondegenerate fmm's m 1 and 
m~. Let/~ = max(/zz,/z2) as in Lemma 4.2. Since R(m~) = R(m~), Z~ ~ = X,  ~. 
Also, since m 1 is nondegenerate, every state in m 1 is admitted by at least one 
input-output sequence of length/z. Consider a state a in ml • Let it be admitted 
by an input-output sequence of length tx denoted by (x/y)("). Since Z, 1 = Z, ~, 
(x/y)(") ~Z,,  2. Let (x/y)  (") admit a' in m~. We will now show that a' is 
equivalent to a. When an arbitrary input sequence of length l, ~i~ .... , ~i~ is 
applied to mi when it is initially in ~, let the output sequence be fl~ ,..., fij,. 
Then the input-output sequence (x/y) (") oq, 1 fih ' ""  c% ] fi~, ~ Z~+~ . Since 
Z~+, = X~+,, the above input-output sequence is also in Z~+,. Since (x/y)  (~) 
admits only ~' in m~, m2 also yields the output sequence flj, ..... fih when it is 
initially in state a' and the input sequence aq ,..., a,~ is applied. Hence, for 
every input sequence, a and ~' yield the same output sequence and hence are 
equivalent. Since R(ma) = R(m~) we have now proved that for each state in 
m~ there is an equivalent state in m e . Since m~ is also nondegenerate, we can 
similarly prove that for each state in m~ there is an equivalent state in ml. 
Hence, m x and m~ are equivalent. We can summarize the results of this section 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let m 1 and m 2 be two minimal nondegenerate fmm's with 
2 This  result can also be proved using a lemma stated by Gallaire, Gray, etc. (1968) 
for finite memory machines. 
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memory I.L1 and iz~ . Let /z  = max(/zl, /z~). Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
z1+1 = zL1.  
(ii) R(ma) = R(m2). 
(iii) m 1 is equivalent  to m 2 . 
P roo f .  It is trivially true that (iii) implies (i). We have already proved that 
(i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii). 
Thus, a nondegenerate fmm is uniquely characterized by a finite set of 
input-output sequences. 
In conclusion, we do not know of a simple procedure to determine if a 
finite set of input-output sequences oflength/~ + 1 is a "valid" set in the sense 
that there exists an fmm with memory/~ which generates it. This problem is 
related to the unsolved problem of the enumeration f the equivalence lasses 
of incomplete fmm's with memory/~ (i.e., those fmm's which do not generate 
all possible input-output sequences of length t~.) 
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